
OUTDOOR MOBILITY EXPERIENCES

NEW at the ITS congress is the outdoor area where you can experience multiple mobility solutions such as speedpedelecs, step/bike racks, VR, 
microcars, shuttles, tele-drive…

Visit the Garden & Tent area and join the Maestromobile game and win unique prices!

At bpost, we aim to minimise the environmental impact of deliveries. Since the biggest impact of deliveries 
is the last kilometre, we are creating Ecozones in as many towns and cities as possible. Ecozones are 
characterised by 3 elements:

• All parcels are delivered emission-free (e-van,bikes with bike trailer)
• A dense network of collection points and Parcel lockers
• More power for local retailers

Let’s contribute together to less CO², less driven kilometers and a more sustainable behaviour!

Contact: gregory.perez@bpost.be 
Website: www.bpost.be/nl/ecozones 

A BPARK® is a fully automated guarded bicycle parking in which bicycles are protected from everyone, so 
theft and vandalism are excluded. This encourages people to use their bicycles more often. BPARK offers 
a huge capacity on a very small surface and can even be built underground.

Contact: info@bpark.nl
Website: www.bpark.nl

With a Bikeboost repair station you are always on standby to help customers, employees, visitors out of 
a jam.

Flat tyre? Brake loose? Moving the saddle? Bikeboost repair stations offer a set of quality tools for quick 
bicycle repair.

Contact: Info@bikeboost.be
Website: www.bikeboost.be

Since 2011, Blue-bike is on a mission to transform the way people commute. By providing convenient, eco-
friendly bicycle-sharing solutions at public railway stations across Belgium, we aim to reduce emission, 
promote sustainable transportation, and contribute to a cleaner environment.

Established by the NMBS holding company and FIETSenWERK, De Lijn became main shareholder in 2018, 
with limited involvement by TEC. Ethias operates as a reliable commercial partner, providing assistance 
on the road to all of our more than 30,000 users.

Contact: info@blue-bike.be
Website: www.blue-bike.be
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Dott is the responsible European micromobility operator, with a mission to free our cities with clean rides 
for everyone. Established in 2018 in Belgium, and operating in Brussels, Charleroi, Liege, Namur, Ghent 
and Aalst.

Dott is continuing its partnership with VIAS this year by introducing virtual reality to educate riders on 
e-scooter safety. Come to our booth to discover this fun and educational experience!

Contact: marien@ridedott.com  
Website: ridedott.com

Ellio is a leading Belgian manufacturer of speed pedelecs, committed to sustainable and efficient mobility 
solutions. The company designs and produces high-quality electric bikes and mobility solutions featuring 
advanced drive technology borrowed from the automotive industry, where both founders previously 
worked. With a strong emphasis on quality, performance, user-friendliness, and safety, Ellio is determined 
to lead the transition in mobility and contribute to a greener and healthier future.

Contact: tars.geerts@intuedrive.com
Website: www.rideellio.com

Europcar Mobility Group offers a wide range of rental vehicles, adapted to your needs. From micro to 
macro mobility solutions, in all fuel types with a worldwide presence.

Contact: youna.deville@europcar.com
Website: www.europcar.be 
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Mobility redesigned to adapt to your short-distance trips and address personal, family, and professional 
needs. 100 KM WMTC range. 90 km/h, 600-liter trunk volume, 160kg loading capacity, 4-wheel motors, 
all-wheel drive.

Contact: vermeir@e-mobilityconcept.be 
Website: e-mobilityconcept.be

Come discover flibco’s Door2Gate shuttle bus at the event entrance. Explore the convenience of a shared 
cab and travel both affordably and environmentally friendly. Curious to know more? We will be happy to 
tell you more about this innovative transportation option at our booth number 33.

Contact: julie.guttin@flibco.com
Website: www.flibco.com

Bolt is the first European super-app with over 150 million customers in over 45 countries across Europe 
and Africa. The Estonian company seeks to accelerate the transition from owned cars to shared mobility, 
offering better alternatives for every use case. Bolt’s e-scooters or e-bikes are available in Brussels, Gent, 
Namur, Dinant and Ieper.  The taxi platform is available in Brussels and Flanders.

Contact: marc.naether@bolt.eu
Website: bolt.eu/nl-be
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With the MobX information kiosk series, travellers are able to find the information they need to use 
mobility hubs. Real-time travel information can be found easily, as well as geographic information, public 
announcements and local events. The kiosk serves as a landmark and is part of the wayfinding system 
for mobility hubs. The MobX kiosks are backed by an advanced information management platform, with 
which cities, municipalities or other local authorities can control the information for all the mobility hubs 
within their jurisdiction. As of 2020, the Flanders region is promoting a brand called ‘Hoppin’ to identify 
public transport and shared mobility in apps, websites as well as wayfinding systems on mobility hubs. 
Find out more at the reception desk.

Contact: tom.dhollander@publiekeruimte.info
Website: mobx.publiekeruimte.info

Keolis is an international mobility company with a large presence in Belgium, operating 2,700+ vehicles 
and employing 3,300 people from 40 depots. We are a global player in mobility across 13 countries, 
providing various transportation services and innovative solutions. Keolis is also committed to the global 
energy transition and new mobility approaches. Visit the Keolis event-shuttle in front of the congress 
building.

Contact: petra.wessels@keolis.com  
Website: www.keolis.be

Lime is the world’s largest operator of shared electric vehicles. Lime’s mission is to build a future where 
transportation is shared, affordable and carbon-free. Lime is available in more than 250 cities worldwide 
including Brussels and Antwerp in Belgium. With the latest generation latest Sunrider cargobikes, Lime 
can organise its operation in Brussels even more sustainably.

Contact: vincent.vasseur@li.me
Website: www.li.me/nl-be

The Microlino is a space-saving, electric bubble car with 2 seats, a decent trunk, range of up to 230 km, 
and top speed of 90 km/h. It was born in Switzerland and is made in Italy with mostly EU-sourced parts, 
enabling Microlino carbon footprint to be a third of a regular electric car.

Contact: remy.dumont@dieteren.be
Website: microlino-car.com
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Lucien, part of D’Ieteren, is a bicycle shop chain that helps solve the mobility problems of Belgium’s major 
cities. One of Lucien’s pillars is to unburden the customer by offering the best personal support in their 
search for a suitable bike. E-bikes, speedpedelecs, cargo bikes, longtails, city bikes, and sportive bikes. The 
Lucien stores have a very extensive offer of quality brands. Lucien also has a broad network of leasing 
partners and large test fleet. As a result, Lucien is often the preferred partner of Belgian companies.

Contact: karl.lechat@lucien.bike
Website: lucien.bike

At o2o we share our cycling passion for making the world just a little bit healthier, more social and more 
sustainable. It is no coincidence that ‘smart move’ is our slogan: together, we encourage employees to 
lease a bike that totally fits their mobility needs and with our smart online tools we get everyone on the 
road, safely ánd smoothly.

Contact: wim.flore@o2o.be
Website: www.o2o.be/nl
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Ush is the leader in Belgium for autonomous but also for remote controlled vehicles. Remote control (tele-
driving), is a technology that allows a human driver to control a vehicle that is out of his line of sight. 
Ush is providing a remote controlled vehicle and an on demand (human) remote-driver to move around 
people and/or deliver vehicles to customers, without anyone in the driver seat. Experience tele-driving at 
the entrance of the congress building.

Contact: maxime@ush.be
Website: www.ush.be

Velo-Boxx® designs, produces and sells innovative infrastructure whose mission is to improve the comfort 
of the bicycle user. For town or city, companies or individuals looking for an instant safe and weatherproof 
solution for parking their bicycles.

Contact: wim@velo-boxx.com
Website: www.velo-boxx.com

At Voi we are convinced that road safety is an important topic for the micro mobility industry. With road 
safety comes safe and correct parking, therefore we have developed parking hardware.

Voi believes that parking infrastructure drives and increases ride endings on defined parking locations. By 
deploying parking racks and other parking solutions we’re able to:

• Reduce street clutter on streets and private land
• Show the importance of infrastructure for the successful long-term adoption of micromobility
• Pave the way on how we can transform cities and streetscape to the better

Contact: yessin.aattache@voi.com 
Website: www.voi.com

Ten years ago in a wooden shed began Stella Bikes in Nunspeet, founded by Daan Van Renselaar. Now 
one of the largest e-bike brands in the Benelux, with e-bikes from 1,000 to 3,500 euros, own R&D and 
e-bike factory. Using European A-parts, they strive for quality at affordable prices. Their mission: to get 
everyone on an e-bike. Stella Bikes delivers directly to consumers, with service and test rides at the 
customer’s home. Stella Bikes Belgium has 8 E-bike test centers in Flanders. 

Contact: miguel.jadoul@stellabikes.be
Website: www.stellabikes.be

Sp8ce is a unique collaboration between XR Intelligence, a company focusing on virtual and augmented 
reality, and Espaces-Mobilités, a consultancy specialising in public spaces and mobility. Come and test the 
latest technologies for the design, visualisation and immersion of your urban projects at the ITS Congress, 
and discover the potential of digital twins. You will find us next to the reception desk at the entrance.

Contact: jb@xrintelligence.be, xavier@espaces-mobilites.com
Website: www.sp8ce.be
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